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methods. We used the brown bear (Ursus arctos) in south-central Sweden to compare the
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performance of three different methods of estimating population size, including methods
based on conventional field data as well as on non-invasive genetic data. The method based
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on observations of females with cubs underestimated the true population size, as the esti-
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mates were below the number of unique genotypes determined from faecal data inside the
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study area. The best traditional method was based on observations of bears from a helicop-
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ter. The genetic method using the closed population MARK estimator, as recommended in a
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previous study, seemed to perform the best. We conclude that approximately 223 (188–282)

Population size estimates

bears were present in our 7328 km2 study area during 2001 and 2002 and suggest that this
hunted brown bear population has been relatively stable for about ten years. The noninvasive genetic method was less expensive than the most reliable traditional field method
(a CMR method based on observations of bears from a helicopter), and preferable from
an ethical point of view. We recommend that future studies using non-invasive genetic
methods based on collected faecal samples should aim at collecting 2.5–3 times the number of faecal samples as the ‘‘assumed’’ number of animals.
 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Ecological theory and wildlife management often depend on
reliable estimates of population size and density (Smallwood
and Schonewald, 1998). Estimating population size is not an
easy task, especially for elusive and endangered species (Wesley et al., 2000). Traditional field methods of population size

estimates are generally based on distance sampling, including direct counts or transect sampling (Buckland et al., 1993)
or on capture-mark-resight/recapture (CMR) methods, including aerial surveys, hunter CMR or camera CMR (Seber, 1982).
However, capture methods involve dangers of injury or death
to the animal (Arnemo et al., in press) and this ethical aspect
deserves consideration, especially for endangered populations
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(Bekoff and Jamieson, 1996). Non-invasive genetic methods
have recently been used to estimate population sizes (Kohn
et al., 1999; Banks et al., 2002, 2003; Eggert et al., 2003; Wilson
et al., 2003; Flagstad et al., 2004; Bellemain et al., 2005). The
use of genetic samples, such as hairs or faeces, allows individual identification, without the need to see or disturb the
animal (Taberlet et al., 1999). Technical problems associated
with this method (due to low quality and quantity DNA samples) are now well understood (Taberlet et al., 1999; Smith
et al., 2000), and methods have been developed to overcome
those limitations (reviewed in Paetkau, 2003; Piggott et al.,
2004).
However, to our knowledge, very few studies have compared several methods of population size estimation, including field and genetic methods in order to critically evaluate
the reliability and adequacy of methods used. Moreover, the
costs of each method, in terms of time, money and ethics,
are not generally reported.
The brown bear (Ursus arctos) is a typical elusive species for
which population sizes are difficult to estimate (Kolstad et al.,
1986; Kendall et al., 1992; Eberhardt and Knight, 1996). Both
male and female brown bears are secretive, have large home
ranges (Dahle and Swenson, 2003a), and maximum movements of up to 42 km/24 h have been recorded in Scandinavia
(Wabakken and Maartman, 1994). Thus, it is difficult to develop
standard methods of population size estimation with acceptable levels of precision and accuracy.
We studied the Scandinavian brown bear population,
which represents a characteristic example of population bottleneck and subsequent population expansion (Swenson
et al., 1995, 1998). Using traditional field methods, the Swedish brown bear population size was estimated to be about
300 individuals in 1942 (Selander and Fries, 1943) and about
1000 bears in 1996 (Sandegren and Swenson, 1997). However,
there is a great need to determine the size of the present population (Naturvårdsverket, 2003).
Bellemain et al. (2005) compared population estimates of
Scandinavian brown bears from four methods using noninvasive genetic data from faecal sampling conducted by
volunteer hunters and others during two consecutive years
in a 49,000 km2 area in southern Sweden, as well as the same
study area as described in this paper. They used two different
equations for rarefaction indices (Kohn et al., 1999; Eggert
et al., 2003), one Lincoln Peterson (LP) estimator (Seber,
1982) considering radio-marked bears as the capture group
and the genetic faecal samples as the recapture group, and
closed population models in MARK (White and Burnham,
1999), also based on the CMR principle. The most reliable estimates were considered to be the estimates from the LP estimator, but the MARK method also performed well. Those
authors did not evaluate field methods.
The goal of the present study was to compare the performance of different population size estimators derived from
both conventional field data and non-invasive genetic data,
in order to recommend a method for future management of
elusive animal populations, specifically for the current management and conservation of the bear population in Sweden.
The non-invasive genetic method was based on the MARK
closed population estimator, as recommended by Bellemain
et al. (2005). Field methods were based on (1) observations
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of females with cubs and (2) a CMR study based on observations from a helicopter of females in oestrus in company with
radio-marked adult males. Each estimator was assessed for
its performance by comparing it to the minimum population
size, represented by the number of unique genotypes identified among the fecal samples inside the study area, as well
as to the LP estimates from Bellemain et al. (2005), regarded
as the most precise and accurate estimate they obtained. In
addition, we evaluated the cost of the best performing field
method (the helicopter method) and the non-invasive genetic
method, in terms of time and money, in order to give recommendations for management.

2.

Methods

2.1.

Study area

In order to meet the assumption of closure for the helicopter
capture–recapture method, we defined the study area as the
composite 100% minimum convex polygon (MCP) of all the
positions of marked females in oestrus during the mating
season, in both 2001 and 2002 (7328 km2 ; Fig. 1). The landscape in the study area is mainly forested with Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) (66%) and Norway spruce (Picea abies) (32%).
Various deciduous trees, such as common birch (Betula pubescens), silver birch (Betula pendula), aspen (Populus tremula) and
grey alder (Alnus incana), are common in early successional
stages of the forest. The forest in the study area is intensively
managed by clear-cut harvesting, and clear-cuts are a relatively important component of the forest landscape. The terrain is dominated by gently rolling hills, with elevations
around 200 m.a.s.l.

2.2.

Population size estimates using field data

2.2.1.

Observations of females with cubs from the public

We used observations of females with cubs reported by the
public during the 2001 and 2002 mating seasons (1 May–30
June; Dahle and Swenson, 2003a) to estimate population size.
These observations were verified by volunteers responsible
for investigating sightings of large carnivores for the Swedish
Association for Hunting and Wildlife Management. However,
volunteers could not identify individual family groups and
thus not document the number of times a known family
group was reported.
The model behind this method is based on a study of daily
movements of radio-marked females with cubs inside the
study area during the mating seasons in 1998 and 1999 (Kristoffersen, 2002). Observations from the mating season were
used because most females with cubs restrict their movements during this period, whereas there are longer movements and more variation in daily movements among
females with cubs in late summer (Kristoffersen, 2002).
Radio-telemetry was used to determine the location of a female with cubs every 24 (±6) hours. Then, the shortest linear
distance between observations was calculated to estimate
rates of daily movement. Kristoffersen (2002) plotted days between observations against distance between observations
and drew the nonlinear regression line that gave the minimum sum of squares. This resulted in an asymptotic curve.
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9.77 and 5.06 are constants from the regression equation representing the upper 95% confidence interval.
Two observations of females with cubs separated by X days
had to be further apart in kilometers than Dmax to be regarded
as different family groups. Pairs of observations had to be less
than 20 days apart in time to use this equation; after 20 days
the variance in traveling distances becomes too high to use it.
However, we extended the model up to 60 days to include
observations from the entire mating season. The Dmax between 20 and 60 days was defined as the longest distance between two radio-telemetry fixes of each marked female with
cubs during the mating season, averaged over all marked females inside the study area (9.25 ± 1.06 km). We estimated
the mean home range size (100% MCP) of females with cubs
during the mating season in this area to be 82 km2, which corresponds to a radius of 5.1 km. This gives us further confidence that the defined Dmax between 20 and 60 days was a
conservative approach. Observations of family groups that
were less than Dmax away from another family group were
subtracted from the total number of observations to obtain
a minimum estimate of females with cubs inside the study
area. Although this model avoided duplicate counts of the
same family group, it did not allow for identification of different family groups seen near each other and therefore gave an
underestimate of the true number of females with cubs. We
calculated the total population size and density inside the
study area based on survival rates and reproduction rates of
radio-marked bears (Appendix 1), using the equation described in Appendix 2a. The confidence intervals associated
with the demographic parameters were used to calculate
the confidence intervals for total population size, which allowed us to consider parameter uncertainty in the estimates.

2.2.2.

Fig. 1 – The study area boundaries in Sweden. The study
area is 7328 km2.

We used the upper 95% confidence interval of the regression
equation in our calculations, which gave the maximum distance (Dmax) a family group would have been expected to
move in X days, with 95% certainty:
Dmax ¼ ð9:77  XÞ=ð5:06 þ XÞ;
where:
Dmax is the maximum distance moved in km,
X = time between observations in days,

CMR from a helicopter

We used the method of Swenson et al. (1994) to estimate the
number of females in oestrus during the mating season, but
we made all observations from a helicopter instead of from
small fixed-wing planes and the ground. Eleven radiomarked adult male bears (P5 years) with radio-transmitters
were monitored in both 2001 and 2002 to locate females in
oestrus. Aerial surveys were carried out three times a week
from mid May until 1 July, resulting in 15 surveys in 2001
and 14 in 2002. Three persons, including the pilot, conducted
each aerial survey. Two teams with different responsibilities
were formed, each equipped with a radio-receiver (Telonics
TR-4, Telonics). Team 1 (the pilot and one field technician)
surveyed the area for adult males, whereas team 2 (one field
technician) scanned for other radio-marked bears in the area.
There was no communication between the teams regarding
the presence or absence of additional radio-marked bears
in order to avoid bias in search time when a marked female
was present. The pilot carefully circled the male bears with
the helicopter until the male was observed. This careful approach was important to avoid splitting of the male and a potential female in oestrus. If an additional bear was sighted,
team 1 used telemetry equipment to determine whether
the bear was radio-marked or not. Marked females that were
known to be with a male, based on radio-telemetry data, but
not visually observed, were not included in the survey
sample.
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We used the program NOREMARK (White, 1996a) and the
Minta–Mangel estimator (Minta and Mangel, 1989; White,
1996b) to estimate the number of oestrus females on the
study area in 2001 and 2002. This bootstrap estimator is based
on the frequency of resightings of marked individuals, and
the total sightings of unmarked individuals. The model assumes a sample drawn with replacement, so that marked animals might be seen more than once on a survey (Schwartz
and Seber, 1999). We calculated 95% confidence intervals of
oestrus females, based on the variance of the resighting frequencies. The Minta–Mangel model requires three model
parameters: (1) number of available marked females in oestrus, (2) number of sightings of each marked female in oestrus, and (3) total number of unmarked females seen with
males. The model assumptions were: (1) population closure,
(2) no animals lost their radio-transmitters during the survey,
and (3) correct mark identification. The closure assumption
was met (see Section 2). No females lost their radio-transmitters during the study, and all the marked females had radiotransmitters with individual frequencies, thus assumptions
(2) and (3) were met. Observations of females in the company
of males outside this area were excluded from the sample. We
used the equation described in Appendix 2b, based on longterm data on marked bears survival rates and reproduction
(Appendix 1), to calculate the total population size in the
study area. As 3-year-old females come into oestrus in this
population (Swenson et al., 1994; Dahle and Swenson,
2003b), we considered all 3-year-old females to be adults in
these calculations. The confidence intervals associated with
the demographic parameters, as well as the confidence intervals from the Minta–Mangel estimator, were used to calculate
the confidence intervals for total population size. This allowed us to consider parameter uncertainty in the estimates.

2.3.
data

Population size estimates using non-invasive genetic

A more detailed description of this method is given in Bellemain et al. (2005).

2.3.1.

Faecal sampling

The faecal sampling used in this study (7328 km2 area) was
part of the larger faecal sampling conducted in autumn
2001 and 2002 in Dalarna and Gävleborg counties (Bellemain
et al., 2005). All faecal samples (independently of their age)
were collected opportunistically when found by cooperating
hunters hunting moose (Alces alces), volunteers and personnel
from the Scandinavian Brown Bear Research Project, and preserved in 95% alcohol until DNA extraction. For each faecal
sample, the sampling date, the location and geographical
coordinates (Swedish grid) were recorded.

2.3.2.

DNA extractions and typing

DNA extractions were performed using the Qiamp DNA Stool
kit involving overnight digestion with proteinase K. Six microsatellite loci (Mu10, Mu23, Mu50, Mu51, Mu59, G10L) and one
specific sex primer (SRY; Bellemain and Taberlet, 2004) were
amplified using the multiplex preamplification method (Piggott et al., 2004) and following the protocol described in Bellemain and Taberlet, 2004. This method allows one to maximise
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the number of samples that contain the critical threshold
amount of DNA for accurate genotyping. Each amplification
was repeated four times, as a preliminary study determined
that reliable genotypes were obtained after this number of
replicates (multi-tubes approach, Taberlet et al., 1996). A high
genetic diversity was previously revealed in the Scandinavian
brown bear population (Waits et al., 2000). In this study, the
number of alleles per locus ranged from six to nine, with a
mean observed heterozygosity of 0.70. The gels were analysed
using GENEMAPPER version 3.0 software package. We computed the probability of identity, i.e. the overall probability
that two individuals drawn at random from a given population share identical genotypes at all typed loci, between unrelated individuals (PI; Paetkau and Strobeck, 1994) and between
siblings (PIsibs; Waits et al., 2000). We calculated the genotyping error rate (due to allelic dropout, false alleles or contaminations; Taberlet et al., 1996) by randomly repeating, another
four times, 5% of the amplifications, and comparing the first
and second typings. Genotypes from different samples were
considered to represent an identical individual when all the
alleles at all loci were identical. However, when there was
only one mismatch for one allele at one locus, we considered
the two samples as belonging to the same individual.

2.3.3. Population size estimates from the MARK closed
population estimator
The MARK closed population estimator was chosen to estimate population size from non-invasive genetic data, as recommended by Bellemain et al. (2005). This estimator is also
based on the principle of capture-mark-recapture where
individual bears are ‘‘captured’’ and ‘‘recaptured’’ through
their genotyping identification in the faecal sampling. It consisted of grouping identical multilocus genotypes and compiling a capture and recapture history for each individual
by dividing the data set into weekly capture periods (11
weekly periods for 2001 and 13 for 2002). If an individual
had been captured more than once within the same capture
period, only one capture was considered. Data were analysed
as conventional CMR data using the closed-capture models
of MARK (White and Burnham, 1999). The estimate from
the best approximating model of the candidate set, based
on AICc (Akaike’s Information Criterion corrected for small
sample size), was considered.

3.

Results

3.1.
data

Population size estimates using conventional field

3.1.1.

Observations of females with cubs

The total number of reported and verified observations of females with cubs inside the study area during the mating season (Fig. 3) was three in 2001 and six in 2002, which resulted
in estimates of two and five females with cubs in 2001 and
2002, respectively. The total population size estimates were
27 (21–35) and 66 (52–88) bears, respectively (Table 1, Fig. 2).
The number of marked females with cubs inside the study
area, which represented the known minimum number at
the end of the mating season, was seven in 2001 and 10 in
2002. In other words, this method underestimated the brown
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Table 1 – Estimates of the total number and density (bears/1000 km2) of brown bears inside the study area in south-central
Sweden in 2001 and 2002 from the different methods
Method
Observation of females with cubs
CMR from helicopter
MARK program
Lincoln–Petersen

400

2001

2001 Size

2001 Density

2002 Size

2002 Density

27 (21–35)
179 (96–389)
223 (188–282)
219 (157–314)

3.6 (2.9–4.8)
24.5 (13.1–5.1)
30.4 (25.7–38.5)
29.9 (21.4–42.8)

66 (52–88)
149 (128–256)
157 (119–227)
204 (136–272)

9.1 (7.2–12.1)
20.4 (17.5–35.0)
21.4 (16.2–31.0)
27.8 (18.6–37.1)

2002

350

300

Population size estimates

250
223

219
204

200
179
150

149

157

Min

100
66
50
27

Obs

Helic

Mark

LP

Obs

Helic

Mark

LP

Fig. 2 – Population size estimates of brown bears inside the
study area in south-central Sweden in 2001 and 2002 from
the different methods. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals. Obs – estimates based observation of females with
cubs; helic – CMR helicopter estimates (based on observation
of oestrus females); mark – MARK program estimates
(non-invasive genetic method); LP – Lincoln-Peterson
estimates (genetic method); min – minimum population size
represented by the number of unique genotypes identified
in the fecal sampling in 2001.

bear population considerably both years. Outside the study
area, there were many more verified observations, especially
to the east (Fig. 3).

3.1.2.

CMR helicopter survey

We made a total of 89 and 105 observations of males in 2001
and 2002, respectively. Male–female pairs were observed 19
times in 2001 (nine observations of marked females and 10
of unmarked females) and 23 times in 2002 (20 observations
of marked females and three of unmarked females). The increase in the proportion of marked females was due to a concentrated effort to capture adult females in the area. Females
were seen with an adult male during 21% and 22% of the male
observations in 2001 and 2002, respectively. We failed to
observe nine marked females that were known to be present
with marked males, based on telemetry data, in 2001, and
seven marked females in 2002. This was due to dense cover
or splitting of the male and the female before the male was

Fig. 3 – Verified observations of females with cubs reported
by the public in 2001 and 2002 in Dalarna and Gävleborg
counties in south-central Sweden, within and outside the
limits of our study area.

observed. Our total population size estimates were 179 (96–
389) bears in 2001 and 149 (128–256) bears in 2002 (Table 1,
Fig. 2).

3.2.
data

Population size estimates from non-invasive genetic

In 2001, 353 faeces (70% of the collected faeces) were successfully amplified for 6–7 loci (including the sex locus) and 146
unique genotypes were identified. In 2002, 154 faeces (80%
of the collected faeces) were successfully amplified for 6–7
loci and 81 unique genotypes were identified. We ensured a
high quality and reliability of the genetic data, with a calculated genotyping error rate below 2%; in addition, the genetic
results were geographically consistent (Bellemain et al., 2005).
The PI among the seven amplified loci was low
(PI = 1.38 · 106; PIsibs = 4.52 · 103), which allowed us to
identify each individual reliably. For both years, the best
approximating model of the MARK closed-capture candidate
model set included heterogeneity and temporal variation in
detection probabilities. The population size estimates, derived from this model, were 223 bears in 2001 and 157 in
2002, with relatively low confidence intervals (Table 1, Fig. 2).

4.

Discussion

There are a variety of methods available for estimating
abundance and density of wild animal populations. To our
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knowledge, our study is one of the first to simultaneously
compare field and genetic methods.
In our study population of brown bears, we found that
population size estimates varied greatly by method (Table 1,
Fig. 2). It is difficult to make a direct comparison of estimates
of population size derived from different methods. One major
problem is the underlying assumptions of the estimation
models. This is especially true for the assumption of geographic closure, which is rarely met in natural populations
(Arnason et al., 1991). Due to the conservative approach in
defining our study area, we have good reasons to believe that
the assumption of population closure was met for the CMR
field method. However, it is likely that this assumption was
violated for the other methods considered. A violation of
the closure assumption can result in biased population size
estimates (White et al., 1982; McCullough and Hirth, 1988;
Hallet et al., 1991; Castley et al., 2002).
Hereafter we discuss the performance of the field and genetic methods and compare the estimates obtained with the
number of unique genotypes found in 2001, 146 bears, which
can be considered as the minimum population size. We consider this number rather than the 2002 number because the
2002 sampling was much lower and not randomly distributed.
This minimum population size estimate is low compared to
the LP estimates from the same area (Bellemain et al., 2005).
The LP estimates are based on relatively large sample sizes
(146 unique feces genotypes in 2001 and 81 in 2002), and consistent among the two years with estimates of 219 (157–314)
bears in 2001 and 204 (136–272) bears in 2002. In addition, a
large proportion of the marked bears were identified in the
faecal sampling in the study area (64% in 2001 and 49% in
2002), which is important to obtain unbiased population size
estimates (Bartmann et al., 1987). Therefore, the LP estimates
are probably the most precise and accurate estimates of the
brown bears population size in the study area. However, the
LP estimator is not generally applicable, because it requires
that a relatively large proportion of the population is marked,
which is rare in populations of elusive species like the brown
bear.
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4.1.
Population size estimates using conventional field
methods
4.1.1.

Observations of females with cubs

Estimates based on verified observations of females with cubs
reported by the public were lower than the minimum population size in the area (number of unique genotypes). Moreover,
the number of observations verified was far less than the
number of marked females with cubs on the study area in
2001 and 2002. Similar methods have been used to obtain minimum population size estimates of grizzly bears in Yellowstone National Park, USA, since 1976 (Knight et al., 1995;
Eberhardt and Knight, 1996; Keating et al., 2002) and brown
bears in the Cantrabrian Cordilla, Spain since 1982 (Wiegand
et al., 1998). Estimates based on observations are less expensive than methods involving capturing and handling of individuals and could therefore be applied more often, across
larger areas, and for longer periods of time than, e.g. CMR
techniques (Smallwood and Schonewald, 1998). If the studied
species is relatively easy to detect, encounter rates may provide a reasonable index of variation in population size (Wesley
et al., 2000). However, the low density and elusive behaviour of
brown bears makes observations of females with cubs more
suitable as an indicator of population trend, rather than a tool
for estimating population size and density (Linnell et al., 1998).
Others have indicated that further testing is necessary to
determine the reliability of this method (Kendall et al., 1992;
Kristoffersen, 2002). Mattson (1997) pointed out that all the
parameters possibly influencing data collection (human effort, attitudes, awareness, distribution and abundance of bear
food), and hence the estimate, could vary among years with
little relationship to the number of females. Also, errors in
identifying family groups, false observations (Elgmork et al.,
1976) and changes in routines for validation of observations
are all possible sources of bias in our data. Additionally, one
could assume that reporting rates of observations are related
to human population density. Our study area has an average
of only about three people per km2 and most of these people
live around the edges and outside the study area (Fig. 4). Most

Fig. 4 – Human population inside and outside the study area. The lines represent roads, the black areas represent human
villages and small towns.
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observations were made outside the study area in areas with a
lower density of bears and a higher human population than
inside the study area (Fig. 4). More observations would be
needed inside our study area to test the adequacy of the
model. Thus better systems for collection and validation of
observations of females with cubs could improve the utility
of this method. Also, this method may be more suitable for
the edges of expanding populations, where reported rates
presumably are higher.

4.1.2.

CMR helicopter survey

There was a high proportion (69%) of marked females among
oestrus females observed with adult males from the helicopter in the study area. Bartmann et al. (1987) emphasized that
it is important to have a high proportion (>45%) of marked
animals in a population to obtain unbiased population size
and density estimates. Thus, a CMR method should be appropriate to estimate the brown bear population in our study
area. There was no variation in the proportion of times females were observed with marked males between 2001 and
2002 (0.21 and 0.22, respectively). However, we observed more
unmarked oestrus females in 2001 than in 2002 (10 and 3,
respectively). We underestimated the true number of females
in oestrus inside the study area in 2002, as the population size
estimate derived from this number was below the number of
unique genotypes. The estimates of females in oestrus decreased from 2001 to 2002 and therefore the population size
and density estimates decreased (Table 1, Fig. 2). However,
we have no reason to believe that the population in our study
area was decreasing and the difference between 2001 and
2002 was most likely due to small-sample bias, as our sample
sizes both years were below 30 (White et al., 1982). This difference could also be the result of temporal variation in the true
number of females in oestrus in our relatively small study
area.
Estimates of population size based on various mark-recapture and mark-resight methods from small planes or helicopters have been carried out on many different bear populations
(Miller et al., 1987; Swenson et al., 1994, 1995; Miller et al.,
1997), as it is often the only method available for population
size estimation of low-density carnivore populations (Greenwood et al., 1985). However, the results often have poor accuracy and low precision, due to small sample sizes (Neal et al.,
1993; Krebs, 1999) and problems with meeting the underlying
assumptions of the estimation models (White et al., 1982;
McCullough and Hirth, 1988; Hallet et al., 1991; Castley
et al., 2002).

4.2.

Population size estimates using genetic methods

The genetic data proved to be reliable thanks to a low genotyping error rate, a high probability of distinguishing among
individuals, and geographical consistency of the results
(Bellemain et al., 2005). The MARK closed population estimator allows one to incorporate heterogeneity and temporal variation in detection probabilities and the confidence intervals
were reasonably small. However, this estimator yielded a
noticeably lower point estimate in 2002 than in 2001 (Fig. 2),
although this was not statistically significant. There are two
possible explanations for this. First, only 154 faecal samples
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were genotyped in the study area in 2002, whereas 359 were
genotyped in 2001. Secondly, individuals in 2002 had a significantly lower chance of being captured than in 2001 (each
individual was captured 1.69 ± 1.13 (SE) times in 2001 against
1.40 ± 0.915 (SE) times in 2002; two-tailed t-test; p = 0.04). Consequently, many bears were missed in the 2002 genetic sampling, and we consider that the 2001 sampling gave more
reliable estimates. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude
that the number of bears in our study area was about 223
(188–282), or a density of 30 bears per 1000 km2, based on
the 2001 MARK estimate. This was also very close to the LP
estimates, 219 (157–314) in 2001 and 204 (136–272) in 2002
(Bellemain et al., 2005).

4.3.

Analysis in terms of cost/benefit of each method

It is difficult to estimate size and density of brown bear populations. We have concluded that the two conventional field
methods tended to underestimate the true population size.
The most reliable field method was the helicopter CMR
method, which is a dilemma, as it is very expensive and
depends on the presence of radio-marked bears. However,
the non-invasive genetic method also gave a reasonable
estimate.
As a guide to managers who are considering estimating
brown bear population sizes over large areas, we have calculated the actual costs of these two most reliable estimation
methods, using 2004 prices. The most important point of
these calculations is to compare the relative costs of the
two methods. Of course, the actual costs in a given country
will vary according to many factors, including cost levels for
goods and wages, value-added taxes, and overhead costs. In
our calculations, we have included the value-added taxes
(25% in Sweden and 19.6% in France) on goods and services,
but not on wages or mileage allowances. No overhead costs
were included.
The costs for the non-invasive genetic estimate consisted
of informing the hunters at both the central and local level
and following this up, giving information to local media,
sending out collection tubes, receiving them, placing ethanol
in the tubes, checking the labeling, and entering the data into
the data base. For the two years, costs were about EUR 3400
for travel costs (mostly to inform hunting groups prior to their
participation), EUR 1850 for materials (freight, postage, ethanol, collection tubes), and EUR 7800 for 2.7 months wages
for a person to carry out this work. The laboratory costs,
including analysis and salaries, at a commercial laboratory
would have been EUR 96 per sample, or about EUR 48,700
for 507 samples. Thus, for the entire study, the total cost
was EUR 61,750. A one-year study, collecting and analyzing
ca. 560–675 samples (2.5–3 per ‘‘assumed’’ number of bears,
discussed later), would cost about EUR 66,710–77,750. The
information costs are about the same for a 1- and 2-year
project.
In order to carry out a helicopter-based estimate in an
area similar to our study area and with a similar number
of radio-marked bears (10 males and 20 adult females)
and an annual loss rate of about 25%, one must capture
and mark bears the year before the study starts in order
to obtain a sufficient sample. This means that people must
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be employed to locate bear tracks and bears for capture
attempts (three persons working one month per year, costing a total of EUR 28,100 for 3 years, using cars and snowmobiles, costing EUR 20,500). It costs about EUR 2050 to
mark a bear, including capture with helicopter, immobilization drugs and the radio transmitter, and 46 captures are
needed, or totally EUR 94,300, in addition to 1.3 months
work for each of two field assistants per year for 3 years, totally EUR 23,300. Finally, costs for the 2-year data collection
project are EUR 7100 for receivers and other equipment for
the helicopter, EUR 77,000 for helicopter time and other travel, and EUR 31,000 for wages for two assistants working 2
months each. Thus, the entire cost would be about EUR
281,300 or about 4.5 times greater than the genetic method.
If the helicopter method were to be conducted for only 1
year, the cost would be about EUR 197,300, because the first
start-up year would still be necessary. This is 2.5–3 times
more than the estimate for the 1-year genetic study with
560–675 samples, respectively. We would like to stress that
capturing and monitoring a large proportion of the population was not only done for estimating population sizes. It
was also important in order to obtain basic information
on brown bear biology (e.g. reproductive and survival rates,
dispersal, home range sizes, habitat selection and
behaviour).
Another aspect that should not be neglected when
choosing the appropriate method to estimate population
size of any animal is ethics (Bekoff and Jamieson, 1996).
Traditional field methods involving captures of the animals
imply potential dangers of injury or death to the animal
(Arnemo et al., in press), although the mortality rate due
to capture was very low in this study (0.4%). This is a concern especially for small or endangered populations. The
non-invasive genetic method, besides being financially
cheaper, also has several other advantages. First, the animals are not disturbed. Second, the genetic data obtained
from the faecal analysis contain information that could be
used for additional purposes not related to estimating population size, such as estimating population genetic parameters (i.e. genetic structure, gene flow or relatedness),
although the number of markers required for this type of
analysis might be higher than the number required for individual identification. Behavioural features (i.e. basic home
ranges estimates) might also be assessed. Finally, the fact
that local hunters voluntarily collected the faecal samples
contributed to local acceptance of the results. In case of
small populations, the genetic method would permit a genetic sampling of the entire population and follow the presence and geographical distribution of the different
individuals from year to year.

4.4.

Implications for conservation

In 1993, Swenson et al. (1995) estimated the density of bears
in a 4100 km2 area, entirely within our study area, to be 20/
1000 km2, using an airplane-based CMR method. We estimated densities of 24 and 20 bears/1000 km2 in 2001 and
2002, respectively, using a similar helicopter CMR method
(Table 1). Thus, the density estimates in our present study
are very similar to that about 10 years ago, and were prob-
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ably about 30 bears/km2 in both periods, based on the results of the two genetic methods. Similar high densities
have also been reported in other bear populations
(McLoughlin et al., 2000). It is possible that the brown bear
has reached a threshold density in our study area or that
population growth has been stopped due to hunter harvest.
Based partially on this study, the brown bear population in
Sweden has been estimated to be 1600–2800 in 2004, with a
population growth rate of about 4.7% annually (Kindberg
et al., 2004). Therefore, the present management of the population has been successful and bears in Sweden can be
considered as being in a good conservation status. This
gives managers more flexibility in their decisions, including
the setting of hunting quotas and the removal of problem
bears, which are both important questions in management
(Swenson et al., 2000).

5.

Recommendations for management

We recommend the MARK method based on non-invasive genetic data, when possible, for future population size estimation of brown bears. This method appeared to be more
reliable than the other field methods, had relatively small
confidence intervals and costs one-third to one-fifth as much
as the helicopter-based CMR method, in addition to the other
advantages described above. Another approach is to combine
various types of data from different sources and scales
through powerful modeling approaches to obtain indirect
estimates of population size (Wiegand et al., 2003). Such models can prove to be very useful in the conservation of rare and
elusive animals like the brown bear where limited data is
available.
However, we would like to point out two main concerns
about the genetic method. First, technical difficulties in the
laboratory work, associated with low quality and low quantity DNA samples (Taberlet et al., 1999), should not be
underestimated. Our own experience has shown that the
DNA amplification success is unpredictable and depends
on different factors, such as conservation conditions of
feces in the field. For instance, the genotyping success rate
seems higher for faecal samples collected in colder climates
(P.Taberlet pers comm.). Therefore, we recommend pilot
studies to be conducted for every project aiming to estimate
population size from non-invasive data (Hedmark et al.,
2004; Maudet et al., 2004). Secondly, the genetic method appeared to be sensitive to sampling intensity. It performed
well in 2001, when 1.6 samples with usable DNA were collected per estimated bear, but less well in 2001, when the
ratio was 0.7. We stress the importance of an adequate
sampling. Future studies should aim at collecting 2.5–3
times the number of faecal samples as the ‘‘assumed’’ number of bears (considering that approximately 20–30% of the
samples could not be genotyped). Depending on the
estimates obtained after data analyses, the sampling
effort could then be re-adjusted to obtain more reliable
estimates.
Reliable population size and density estimates are important for successful management of any animal. We hope
our study will contribute to improve future population size
and density estimates especially of elusive animals.
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Appendix 1

Survival statistics from the southern part of Sweden,
1996–2001
Age
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M – Total number of males P3 years
CUBS – Number of cubs of the year
Scubs – Cub survival rate
REPR – Reproductive rates among adult females
YEAR – Number of yearlings
Syear – Yearling survival rate
TWO – Number of 2 year olds
(b) Females in oestrus
N ¼ F þ M þ CUBS þ YEAR þ TWO
FO
F¼
PFO
M¼F
CUBS ¼ REPR  F
YEAR ¼ CUBS  Scubs
TWO ¼ YEAR  Syear
N – Estimated total population size
F – Total number of females P3 years
FO – Estimated number of females in oestrus
PFO – Proportion females in oestrus
M – Total number of males P3 years
CUBS – Number of cubs of the year
Scubs – Cub survival rate
REPR – Reproductive rates among adult females
YEAR – Number of yearlings
Syear – Yearling survival rate
TWO – Number of 2 year olds

Males and females combined Lower CI Upper CI
0.531 (140a)
0.804 (43a)

0
1

0.489
0.725

0.574
0.882

R E F E R E N C E S

a Bear years.

Demographic data from the southern part of Sweden,
1996–2001
Mean Lower CI Upper CI
Proportion of females in oestrus
Reproductive rate
(cubs/adult female/year)

0.64
1.42

0.72

0.56

Appendix 2
Equation to calculate the total population size based on
(a) Females with cubs
N ¼ F þ M þ CUBS þ YEAR þ TWO
FC
F¼
PFC
M¼F
CUBS ¼ REPR  F
YEAR ¼ CUBS  Scubs
TWO ¼ YEAR  Syear
N – Estimated total population size
F – Total number of females P3 years
FC – Estimated number of females with cubs
PFC – (1 – Proportion females in oestrus)
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